cisco_controller
The example configuration shown in this chapter was obtained from a Cisco 4400 Series Wireless LAN Controller.

Initial settings and defining the IP address
In the first phase the controller must be accessed through the Command Line Interface (CLI). When an IP address has been assigned to the controller,
further configuration can be done using the web interface, but the CLI can be continued to be used.
Establish access to the controller by using a serial console and configure the initial settings for example as follows.

Welcome to the Cisco Wizard Configuration Tool
Use the '-' character to backup
System Name [Cisco_b2:e2:83]: <your_system_name>
Enter Administrative User Name (24 characters max): <your_username>
Enter Administrative Password (24 characters max): <your_password>
Re-enter Administrative Password
: <your_password>
Service Interface IP Address Configuration [none][DHCP]: DHCP
Enable Link Aggregation (LAG) [yes][NO]: NO
Management
Management
Management
Management
Management
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Interface
Interface
Interface
Interface
Interface
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IP Address: esim. xxx.yyy.zzz.1
Netmask: <your_network_mask>
Default Router: <your_router's_IP_address>
VLAN Identifier (0 = untagged): <0 or 1>
Port Num [1 to 2]: 1
DHCP Server IP Address: esim. xxx.yyy.zzz.2

AP Transport Mode [layer2][LAYER3]: <layer2 if controller and access points are on same subnet; layer3 if
routing in between>
AP Manager Interface IP Address: esim. xxx.yyy.zzz.3
AP-Manager is on Management subnet, using same values
AP Manager Interface DHCP Server (xxx.yyy.zzz.2):
Virtual Gateway IP Address: xxx.yyy.zzz.www
Mobility/RF Group Name: <choose a suitable name if you have more than one controller. Otherwise, don't care>
Enable Symmetric Mobility Tunneling [yes][NO]: NO
Network Name (SSID): <Define a test SSID at first>
Allow Static IP Addresses [YES][no]: no
Configure a RADIUS Server now? [YES][no]: no #Will be done later
Warning! The default WLAN security policy requires a RADIUS server.
Please see documentation for more details.
Enter Country Code list (enter 'help' for a list of countries) [US]: <your country abbreviation>
Enable 802.11b Network [YES][no]: no
Enable 802.11a Network [YES][no]: YES
Enable Auto-RF [YES][no]: YES
Configure a NTP server now? [YES][no]: no #Will be done later
Configure the system time now? [YES][no]: no #Will be done later
Warning! No AP will come up unless the time is set.
Please see documentation for more details.
Configuration correct? If yes, system will save it and reset. [yes][NO]: yes
#When the system has rebooted, familiarize yourself with the CLI by defining
(Cisco Controller) >config time ntp server 1 xyz.zyx.zzy.wyz
(Cisco Controller) >config time ntp server 2 xyz.zzz.zzy.wyz

Access Control Lists

After the initial setup, the access control (ACL) list needs to be configured, in order to prohibit unauthorized access to the controller. Choose SECURITY
and then Access Control Lists | Access Control Lists and create an ACL by pressing New... The ACL shoud include at least
the networks from which maintenance is carried out
the address(es) of the monitoring server(s)
the network(s) from which the APs and the WLAN clients get their addresses
the address(es) of the RADIUS server(s)
a rule to always answer ping commands
An example of an ACL is shown below. Inbound means packets towards the controller and outbound means packets towards the WLAN clients.

After you have specified the ACL you need to take it into use by first selecting Access Control Lists from the side bar and by choosing your ACL and
specifying the CPU ACL Mode to Wired or Both.

Access Point configuration
If the access points are connected to the same subnet as the controller, they will automatically find the controller and connect to it. If this is not the case,
the IP address of the controller must be find from the name server by the name CISCO-LWAPP-CONTROLLER. Once the access point has found the
controller, it stores the IP of the controller, and it can connect to it from any network, as long as the network allowed access in the ACL (see previous
section).
The next step is to define the wireless network, which has to be done separately for 2,4 GHz and 5 GHz. First, choose WIRELESS and then 802.11b/g/n |
Network. Enabling the 802.11b-standard will result in less available capacity on your network and therefore it is recommended to enable only the standards
802.11g and 802.11n. Enable 802.11g according to the figure shown below. If you want to support also the 802.11-b standard, set _Mandatory_ for the
lowest 802.11b-rate that you want to support (1 Mbps, 2 Mbps, 5.5 Mbps or 11 Mbps), set _Supported_ for all data rates higher than this rate and
_Disabled_ for all rates lower than this rate. If 802.11b needs to be supported, it may pay off to disable the lowest rates, in order to avoid clients being
attach to an AP far away, unwilling to roam.

Next, switch to enable the standard 802.11a for 5 GHz by selecting 802.11a/n | Network. Configure the settings according to the figure below.

The only standard left to enable is the standard 802.11n. You can choose to enable it for either 2,4 GHz or 5 GHz. It has been suggested that 802.11n is
enabled only on the 5 GHz band, in order to utilise the radio resources effectively, see the Campus Best Practice document on "WLAN network planning
and setup" Chapter 6.3. That document, along with a wealth of other WLAN resource planning advice, can be found at GEANT Campus Best Practices Wireless. To enable 802.11n in the network select 802.11a/n | High throughput (802.11n) and/or 802.11b/g/n | High throughput (802.11n) and configure the
settings according to the figure below.

At this point you have enabled the radios, but you have not yet defined any network, so don't try to use the access points just yet.

Defining the RADIUS server
Define the RADIUS server to be used in the eduroam network by selecting SECURITY and then AAA | RADIUS | Authentication. Define the IP address,
the shared secret and the other parameters according to figure. Please note that your first server will naturally have a server index of one.

Defining a wireless network
Select WLANs and then WLANs | WLANs from the sidebar. Create a new network and name it as shown in the figure below.

After defining the eduroam network, click on the WLAN ID number to start defining the settings for the network. Set the General settings according to the
figure below, then click the Security tab.

In order to enable only WPA2-AES, fill in the security settings as shown in the figure below.

After this, click on the AAA Servers tab and select the RADIUS server that you defined earlier to be used in eduroam.

Next, click on the QoS tab and make sure that you have set the WMM Policy to either Required or Allowed. Otherwise, the higher transmission rates
associated with the 802.11n-standard will not work. Then select the Advanced tab and adjust the settings as shown in the figure below. By choosing the
parameter P2P Blocking Action to have the value Forward-UpStream, you can prevent WLAN clients to communicate directly, without involving the AP, as
recommended in the Campus Best Practice document on "WLAN Information Security" Chapter 2.2 and 2.3. MFP Client Protection is known to have
caused problems and can be disabled.

At this stage, click Apply. In the Advanced-tab, the Client Exclusion timeout value was set to 60s. While this is a suitable value, the rules for client
exclusion are a bit too strict. Hence, it pays off to adjust the rules by selecting SECURITY and then Wireless Protection Policies | Client Exclusion Policies
from the sidebar and uncheck all other options except for "IP Theft or IP Reuse".
These are the basic settings for the Cisco controller. More advanced settings can be found from the upcoming Campus Best Practice document on "WLAN
infrastructure", to be published in the first half of 2011.

